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hydrological observations

A large “pineapple express” storm began delivering rain mid-day 
on 5 January.  The main front arrived late morning of 6 January, 
as recorded by increasing precipitation intensity and rapid rise
in air temperature.  An intense burst of rainfall near midnight
on January 6 corresponds to a rapid drop in creek level, with 
recovery ~ 30 minutes later.  The main landslide occured on 
the afternoon of 7 January, 50-hours into the storm, damaging 
the stream gauge and generating noise heard down-valley.

Weather data from WWU station at  Sumas Mountain, ~10 km from landslide.

Racehorse Creek stream data from USGS, 15 minute intervals.  
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The 2009 Racehorse Creek Landslide: Forensic Dynamics of a Large, Complex Catastrophic Mass Movement
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Abstract
The January 2009 Racehorse Creek landslide in Whatcom County, NW 
Washington is a composite, storm-triggered rock slide–debris flow, which 
released ~5x105 m3 of rock, much of which was delivered to Racehorse 
Creek. An “ear-witness” report indicates the failure occurred the afternoon 
of 7 January.

The landslide exposed a ~2 x104 m2 carbonaceous bedding plane (the 
main rupture surface, dipping 28° NW), within the Eocene Chuckanut 
Formation. We estimate the friction angle of this surface to be <27°. 
Simple limit equilibrium calculations suggest that this surface was unstable  
before the triggering rainstorms.

The kinematics of the landslide is complex, as evidenced by the spatial 
variation in striation trends on the failure surface and by the unusual 
distribution of deposits. The principal slip direction is NE, nearly 
perpendicular to the dip of bedding, and towards Racehorse Creek. The 
debris deposit in this direction comprises three lobes of large (≥ 4 m3) 
blocky debris. Absence of run-up on the opposite side of the canyon limits 
the velocity of the debris flow. A large secondary debris lobe flowed NW, 
bifurcating twice down slope. A third deposit at the base of the exposed 
slip surface is a ~5000 m2 translated block supporting disrupted forest floor.

The crown of the slide is at a local ridge line; several en echelon, ~0.75 
m-wide cracks in the crown show no significant change from May-August. 
Lateral release was enabled by bedding- and strike-perpendicular joints, 
creating a 27-m-high vertical wall at the S boundary. At the N edge of the 
exposed dip slope, a parallel weathered joint surface is exposed above 
the canyon.

Together, these observations suggest several components of failure for 
this landslide: Rainfall induced failure on existing joints at the edge of 
Racehorse Creek canyon. Retrogressive failure removed bedrock 
buttressing the main failure plane, releasing the main failure, which broke 
up and flowed/tumbled northward and down 800 m into the canyon. As 
the main source zone was evacuated, the higher zone slid down-dip on 
the low-friction bedding surface, transporting in situ stumps and forest 
floor into the original source area. From the highest elevation, debris 
gained enough momentum during translation to overtop a local ridge and 
form the NW deposits.  

Crown cracks

Earthquake triggering?
The Pacific Northwest Seismograph Network reports
an event with epicentral distance within 4 km of the slide.  
The earthquake is small (M 1.3), relatively deep (14 km), 
and occurs at 09:44 PST on the 6th of January, more than
12 hours before the first disturbance recorded on the hydrograph.
This earthquake is part of the Deming swarm, an
enigmatic concentration of earthquake activity.  Events of this
magnitude and depth are common in the vicinity of 
Racehorse Creek.  We consider it unlikely that this earthquake
triggered the landslide.

“Ear witness” report
Resident Barry Hutchinson, who lives in the Racehorse Creek valley, down stream from the 
disturbance, reports a series of very loud sounds beginning at 3:20 p.m. on Wednesday,  
7 January.  The initial sounds were loudest and prolonged, and “sounded like a 747 at full
throttle and tethered very close”.  Approximately 20 minutes later he heard a wave of 
water, ice and wood debris impact the bridge not far from  his house.  “Blocks of ice the size 
of VWs” were tossed up on the bridge.

This is a composite failure, composed of:
a complex, very rapid,  translational rock slide-rock fall 
and a wet, very rapid debris flow
 

Landslide source area and deposits

Overview photograph

Map of the source area Pre-slide DEM from LiDAR

Bedding plane failure surface in carbonaceous shale

Striations on the failure surface 
show that slip was down-dip at 
the SW margin (left) of the slide, 
but parallel to strike on the NE 
margin (right), above the canyon.
Photo above shows striations on
the joint surfaces at the SW flank 
of the rock slide.  

Larry McCarter photo, September 2009View SE from the air.

Lateral release on the SW flank was
provided by existing NW-SW striking
joints in the sandstone, perpendicular 
to bedding.

Existing joints are visible in the 
pre-slide topography (DEM, left) and 
in the scoured bedrock exposed in
the canyon wall within the rock fall
deposits (above). 

Limit equilibrium and friction
For planar slip on a dry, cohesionless surface, 
the limit equilibrium equation (”factor of safety”)
reduces to: 
 

FS(dry) = (tan φ) / (tan α)

where φ = the friction angle of the slip surface
and α = the dip of the surface.

Using simple spring scales, we conducted pull tests
(e.g. Selby 1993) at ten locations to determine the
dry friction angle on the exposed failure surface.

The mean and standard deviation of 38 trials yields
φ = 35°±5°.   This value is somewhat greater than 
the friction angle for coal (24°-28°, e.g. Watson 2003)
and reflects shale content as well as local asperities 
on the slide surface.

The dry factor of safety for the surface is thus

FS(dry)  = 1.3 ± 0.3

giving marginal stability, easily overcome when wet.
We observed blocks to slide easily on a dampened surface.

Our take:

The rock slide-rock fall occurred on the afternoon 
 of January 7.
The event was triggered by high intensity and long 
 duration rainfall following snow.
The rock slide was largely controlled by structural
 discontinuities (bedding plane and joints).
The source is sandstone bedrock above a low-
 stability, carbonaceous bedding contact.
The rock slide achieved sufficient velocity to over-
 top or shatter the sandstone ridge down slope.
The impact or vibrations from the rock slide are 
 likely triggers for the debris flow, but the rock 
 slide does not provide much material for the flow.

View NW from the head of the 
debris flow.  Mud and damage
reach 4 m on standing trees, 
but the deposit is thin and contains
few large blocks.

Clearcuts
The correspondence between the 
boundaries of recent logging activities 
and the boundaries of the rock slide are 
striking; however, there is no direct 
evidence linking the slide to timber 
harvest or road building.  It is unlikely 
that diminished root-strength was a 
contributing factor to this slide, as the 
failure plane was in bedrock and already
very weak. Drainage modification due
to roads or other surface disturbance
could have been a contributing factor.  

Several 0.7 m -wide,  en echelon cracks 
are observed at the crown of the slide.
Pairs of stakes placed across the cracks 
showed no change in relative position 
during the period of observation (May- August).

Creek dammed

The rockfall dammed Racehorse Creek, 
creating a persistent pond upstream.

Rock fall
Large sandstone blocks tumbled nearly
800 m from above the canyon rim to
the creek.  Lack of significant run up
on the opposite side of the valley limits
velocities to < 10 m/s.

Down stream debris flows scoured Racehorse Falls, 
and significantly altered salmon spawning reaches
of the creek. 

view upstream from bridge
Orion George photo, April 2009

Debris flow

Timing
Rafted ice, timber, rock and mud
collided with a vehicle bridge and 
damaged the stream gauge on 
the afternoon of 7 January.

Rock slide kinematics

Lateral release on joints

Large blocks at rest on the dip-slope.

Executing a pull test.

Translational slide
At the foot of the exposed slide plane is a large, translated and
partially disrupted block, with upright stumps and forest soil.  

It retained even its snow cover. 

The source of the block was 
the upper SW corner of the 
slide area, following striations

The “block” is > 3m thick and
contains deep fissures.

.

  

WA-DNR photo, January 2009.

Outstanding questions
What is the relative timing of rock fall, debris flow, and motion of translational slide block?
What is the relationship between slide events and hydrograph events?
Did the rock slide initiate at its head  and push material into the canyon,  or
 did it initiate at the toe of the slide, removing a retaining buttress?
What is the potential for future reactivation of the slide and its deposits?

Bedrock Geology
This landslide initiated in the Slide member of the Eocene Chuckanut 
Formation.  The bedrock is folded, jointed fluvial sandstone inter-
bedded withorganic-rich, fossiliferous siltstone and coal.

There are several large pre-historic landslide in close proximity, 
including the 3.8 ka, 2.5 km3 Racehorse Creek rock slide-debris 
avalanche (e.g. Pringle et al., 1998).  A recent survey counted 
nearly 150 small landslides in the Racehorse Creek watershed 
(Gardner 2006).

An organic-rich bedding plane creates 
the failure surface.

Community interest

Whatcom County experienced 
a large number of landslides during 
the January 2009 storm, and there 
is significant community concern 
about landslide impacts to property,
transportation, stream ecosystems,
and recreation.  This study was featured
on the front page of the local paper in September
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LiDAR flown June 2006

John Scurlock photo, May 2009

The rock slide displaced 
approximately  half a million 
cubic meters of rock.  Additonal
rock, soil and timber were 
entrained by the rock fall  
and debris flow.


